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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The next meeting of SMSC will be

THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
at 7:00pm on Tuesday, 22nd July 2014 at the Peter Doyle Learning Centre,
ANMM at Darling Harbour unless the Members are otherwise notified. The
AGM will be followed by the bi-monthly “Show & Tell” at 7:30pm.

JUNE WEEKEND S&T
The June S&T will be held at the home of Mike Barton
at 55 Cedarwood Drive, Cherrybrook on
Saturday, 21st June 2013 from 10:00am to 12:00 noon
Please email barton.55@hotmail.com if you wish to attend

POSITIONS VACANT

At the AGM all positions on the Executive will become vacant.
Applications will be by volunteering for a position, not by nomination by others. Every Member should give serious consideration to joining the Executive in one of the following positions:
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Committee Members

SMSC COMMITTEE (for ‘13-14)
Your Committee members for 2013/14 are as follows, you are welcome to make
contact for Club business at the email address indicated.
President:

Mike Barton

president@smsc.org.au

Vice-Pres:

Harry Goedings

vicepresident@smsc.org.au

Treasurer:

Peter Law

treasurer@smsc.org.au

Secretary:

c/- President

Public Officer:

Gary Renshaw

Commitee:

Christine Barton (Assist. Secretary)

publicofficer@smsc.org.au

Michael Bennett (Resource/Research )
Gordon Pusey
Tom Wolf (Newsletter Ed.)

chatterbox@smsc.org.au

Richard Keyes (ANMM Liaison)
Leon Griffiths

SMSC CLUB SHIRTS
Members who attended last year’s EXPO will
recall the fantastic Club shirts worn by
many Members. Unfortunately we did not have everybody’s sizes and so some missed out. If you wish
to purchase one or more Club shirts at the price of
$35 each, contact Gary (0418 206 220) to order your
shirt, sizes available are from S and go up to 5XL (so
no excuse that the shirts are not large enough!!)

SMSC EXPO 2014
The 2014 EXPO is on!! To be held at Souths Juniors Club,
Anzac Parade, Kingsford on Sat-Sun, 8 - 9 November 2014
Members may wish to complete those long awaited unfinished projects so
they can be displayed at the EXPO. We remind Members that models of all
standards are invited and encouraged, so there is no need to be shy.
The sub-Committee is hard at work to organise what we expect once again
to be a fantastic event, more details will be in future issues of Chatterbox, or
contact Michael Bennett (mjbennett@ozemail.com.au)
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“CITY OF ADELAIDE”
The City of Adelaide (1864) is:
 the world's oldest surviving clipper ship,
 one of only two surviving composite clippers (the other is the Cutty Sark; built 1869),
one of only four surviving sailing ships to have taken emigrants from the British Isles to any destination in the
world – the others are the Edwin Fox, Star of India and
SS Great Britain (also a steamer),
Composite Shipbuilding
By the beginning of the nineteenth century shipbuilders began using iron components in wooden vessel construction. A patent from 1849 saw a shipbuilder named John Jordan specify the
first vessel with a complete iron frame. The Tubal Cain was one of the early vessels built under
this patent and launched in 1851. Interestingly this ship was sunk in a collision 200 miles WSW
of Cape Otway in August of 1862. The firm of Jordan and Getty left the business, but others
carried on developing composite shipbuilding principles, notable amongst these was Alexander
Stephen Jr.
Through the early 1860’s Alexander developed and refined composite construction and was
finally able to get recognition and ultimate endorsement from Lloyds for this form of ship construction. However it wasn’t until 1867 that they finally issued their rules for composite construction. Until then all such vessels were labelled “experimental”.
One of the early problems that shipbuilders had to address was the corrosion of iron frames
through contact with non-ferrous bolts. One of the factors favouring composite construction
over the parallel developing iron construction involved hull fouling. A timber planked, but iron
framed, vessel could be clad in copper or “yellow metal” over the underwater portion, this controlled the growth of hull fouling organisms. This meant the ship could make faster passages,
without the constant need to be slipped or careened to clean the bottom. At this point in time
there were no anti-fouling paints.
The remaining examples of this important, but short
era of shipbuilding, are the City of Adelaide (built in
1864) and the Cutty Sark (built in 1867). Both these
vessels are equally important to the development of
composite vessels.

cont. p.4
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Lloyds Survey of 1864
The City of Adelaide is a composite built vessel,
timber planked over an iron framework. She was
built by William Pile, Hay and Co. at Sunderland.
Her principle dimensions, taken from her original
Lloyds Survey of June 3r 1864, are as follows:
Tonnage (new)
791.33 tons
Length aloft
176.8 ft (53.89 m)
Extreme breadth outside 33.35 ft (10.17 m)
Depth of hold
18.8 ft
(5.73 m)
The vessel was built under Special Survey between the 1st October 1863 and June 3rd 1864.
Timbers Used in Construction
A number of species of timber were used in the
vessels construction:
 Her Keel was made of Elm and American
Elm
 The main piece of the Rudder is of English
Oak
 The main piece of the Windlass is of teak
 The Stem and Stern post are of English Oak
 The Knight Heads and Hawse Chocks are of
English Oak
 The Deadwood is of American Elm, Teak
and English Oak
 Planking from Keel to (possibly turn of bilge)
is of American Elm
 Planking from that point to the Light Water
Mark is of German Oak
 Planking from Light Water Mark to the Wales
Is of Teak
 The Wales and Black Strakes are of Teak
 The Topsides and Sheer Strakes are of Teak
 The Spirketting and Plank Sheers are of
Teak
 The Water-ways are of Teak
The Decks are of Yellow Pine
The hull below the waterline was sheathed in Yellow Metal and Felt in May of 1864.
Signal Code
in 1855 the British Board of Trade developed a new set of signals. What they came up with
was a system of eighteen codes flags representing the eighteen consonants of the English alphabet. By allocating a four letter code to every ship, and listing these too in the Mercantile
Navy List for each ship, it was easy for a ship to identify itself by hoisting four flags in a single
hoist.
In the case of the City of Adelaide,
when she was built in 1864 and registered, she was assigned the official
British Registration number 50036
and signal WCLQ.
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MARCH 2014 S&T
A fantastic S&T was held at the revised time of 7:00pm, attended by 9 Members
and a visitor, and we discussed many varied subjects and viewed some great displays.
Richard Keyes brought along 3 displays:
The "J" boat MOLLIHAWKE was built in 1919 and is a
precursor to the modern America's Cup boats, before
the catamarans that is. Richard saw the magnificent
CAMBRIA at the 1995 Classic and Wooden Boat show
at the Australian National Maritime Museum and was
immediately inspired to make a model of it. Almost immediately after that he came across the plans for
MOLLIHAWKE in a book published in 1919. As the two
were very similar, the plans in the book were all that
were needed to make this model. Of particular interest
to Richard was the internal structure and layout so he
left the starboard side open with just a few frames to
maintain the structure of the hull. On the port side
Richard left one plank off to show the overall structure
of the hull. There are only stump masts as to be fully
masted would have created a very tall model taking up
a lot of vertical space so as just to show off very simple
rigging. This
model
was
displayed on
the Queen Mary in Los Angeles in 2004 as part of
the model expo put on by the SMA, largely organised by our honorary member Don Dressel. As a
gentle dig at the Americans, on the aft flag staff is a
"boxing kangaroo" flag which we flew during the
1983 America's Cup races. Only a couple of people
in the US commented on it.

The "YACHT MARY" model is a kit straight
out of the box with the exception that Richard
replaced the blue plastic windows with white
mullions printed on them with black mylar
and brass mullions. The flags from the kit
were left to hang naturally which worked out
well. The sails were made from a type of material called "lawn". Except for a bit of tinting,
they were left natural.

(cont. p.6)
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Finally, Richard I brought along some SCRIMSHAW
and after some discussion he explained that it was a
good example of a reproduction and that it can be
identified as a reproduction by the fact that the lines
drawn are very precisely defined whereas the real
ones, being hand etched, the lines are not so well
grooved.

Gary Renshaw displayed a model of the FURPHY WATER
CART. The word “furphy” has
long become part of the Australian vocabulary, meaning a
“rumour, gossip or unsubstantiated fact that later proves to be untrue”. The word does derive from
the name of this cart made by J.
Furphy & Co of Shepparton.
The cart itself was in general use
from many manufacturers, but
this one had the name of the
manufacturer on it along with advertising for other products.
The Furphy Company’s cart came to be used by the Army at its Broadmeadows military base
at the time of the outbreak of World War 1, and as the soldiers gathered for a drink of water
at the carts they would gossip and spread rumours during the long time awaiting embarkation. This type of cart was sent overseas with the troops for use in Egypt, Gallipoli and the
Western Front, but interestingly, none of those sent overseas were made by Furphy’s because their operations were too small to fulfil the Army’s orders.
So it would seem that it is a “furphy” that Furphy Water Carts were used by the ANZACS in
overseas campaigns.
(cont. p.7)
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Martin
Campbell
brought along his Billings
Boats CUTTY SARK, a
most impressive building
project.
Modellers generally accept how difficult this
particular kit construction
is, and Martin has done
an excellent job of it,
during the S&T he explained all the variations
and alterations he had to
make to bring the model
to this stage. He has
overcome many of the
kit’s pitfalls.
The model is made by
Billing Boats and is a
scale of 1:75 and has an overall length of 110cm. It was very generously given to Martin by his
mother and at the time he was very grateful to her but somewhat daunted by it as it is rated as
"Expert" in Billings scale of difficulty. As he didn't consider himself an expert, Martin put it under the bed for a few years and built a few other kits until he made the decision to have a go at
it. Martin says that to be perfectly honest about it, he never really wanted to build the “Cutty
Sark” but once he decided to take it on he immersed himself in it and really came to appreciate
how fine a ship she is.
The start of building the kit roughly coincided with Martin joining SMSC and Mark Dawson kindly lent him a CD of images of the real ship that Martin had visited many years ago but without
any clue at the time that he would eventually build a model of her.
The ship actually underwent
many transformations throughout
her life and some decisions needed to be made as to what was actually portrayed in the model.
Martin elected to build the forecastle deck without the cutaway
as it was when the ship was originally built, and he also elected to
build the cabins with a contrast of
stained timber and white painted
timber panels as the ship herself
was at one stage. Some of the
hatches and deck furniture have
also changed over the years and
Martin based his on either accurate plans or old photos found on
the internet.
(cont. p.8)
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The photos Mark gave Martin as well as a set of plans obtained from the Cutty Sark Society
quickly showed him that the kit was lacking in many areas. He also obtained some books including a definitive build of the Cutty Sark by Nepean Longridge and through many hours of
scrutiny I decided to semi scratch build my model using only the parts of the kit that were accurate and to scale. With the initial kit costing approx. $500, Martin feels he could have easily
spent this amount again getting it somewhere near where he wanted it to be.
In no particular order some of the issues that were faced with the inadequacies of the kit are
dealt with below:


The Deck that was provided in the kit was a thin laser cut plywood that the manufacturer
expected that the modeller simulate the deck planking directly onto with pen or pencil. To
overcome this, Martin sourced tanganika timber strips from Gary at Modellers Shipyard
and planked the decks with these



Copper Plating the Hull. The kit suggested the builder paint the hull below the waterline
with copper paint. Martin sourced very thin copper sheet and from there cut plates measuring 17mm x 5mm and scored these with a pin wheel to simulate rivets. He then used a
super glue to affix these to the hull following a general pattern for clipper ship copper plating. The end result after making and fixing some 2,000 plates and losing some sanity is a
nice result with the copper taking on a natural patina. The copper plating of the “Cutty
Sark” is a feature of the ship and the model, and as well as being technically correct it is
also really aesthetically pleasing and one worth losing some sanity for.



The Bulwarks are another major feature of the “Cutty Sark” that the kit was severely
lacking. The ship had iron bulwarks with iron stanchions that supported it and the pin rail.
The bulwarks also had decorative timber panels above the pin rail which the kit failed to
provide for. The kit only allowed for the plywood bulkheads to continue past the deck line
to support the bulwarks, pin rail and cap
rail.
Martin’s solution was to fabricate and sol
der brass stanchions at the intervals
shown on the accurate plans from the Cut
ty Sark Society. He also sourced some thin
1mm plywood and fabricated this into the
bulwark plates to replicate the iron plates
that the ship had. He also used cardboard
from a packet of photo paper to simulate t
he décorative panels above the pin rail and
these were soaked in wood stain to match
the other timber on the model. Martin tried
making the panels from timber strip howev
er it kept splitting, so the cardboard was a
lucky find that worked really well and was
easily drilled and worked.



Another major oversight of the kit was the
incorrect number of "free ports" along the
bulwarks. They indicated four on each side
of the vessel where in fact the correct number is six
(cont. p.9)
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The Pin Rails provided were laser cut and pre drilled for the belaying pins however the
layout for these bore no resemblance to the actual rigging layouts from the Society’s
plans and the books and photos of the actual ship. Martin’s solution was to make them
from scratch. This also included the deadeyes and deadeye straps which the previous
was not to scale and the latter non existent. Modellers Shipyard came to the rescue here



Figurehead and Decorative Work was
completely out of scale and made of
plastic. Martin’s solution was to source
from Gary brass components from another manufacturer’s kit and whilst these
were not as authentic as he was hoping
they look for better and in keeping to the
ones provided from Billing Boats.



In General. Nearly all of the laser cut plywood and strip timber was too thick for
the purposes intended. Martin either remade or re-sourced it all from scratch.
This included all the deck structures and
items like the capping rail. Also out of
scale were most of the deadeyes, blocks,
rudder hinges, rigging thread … and so
on … and so on, so Modellers Shipyard
received another visit from Martin to obtain the right stuff

Martin won’t say the kit is all bad and he
doubts he could have built a model as complicated as this without a starting point. If nothing
else the kit has provided a reference point
from where he can make decisions on whether to scratch build the part or keep what the kit
provided.
We all want to build the best model we can and in Martin’s case it has been a balance of patience, skill, aesthetics, historical accuracy and scale accuracy. He comments that he cannot
say that he has achieved top scores in any of these areas but he is hoping an honest attempt
in most of these areas will result in a model of some integrity.

(cont. p.10)
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Janos Nemeth brought along the stern art
of HMS BRITANIA which he had previously displayed. Janos’ carvings always
hold the audience breathless and in awe,
this time was no exception.
The carving depicts the 1682 HMS Britannia, most likely in its state after the 1715
re-build (which meant that at that time the
ship had been fully deconstructed and
newly built - usually a bit larger than in its
original state).
This job has been growing since Janos
started. The first stage was just the tafferel
carving - 2 horsemen fighting each other
while trampling on fallen enemies. Then
he built the aft section of the ship up until
the side galleries and he is just in the process of finishing all the carvings involved
(about 40 carved pieces, so that the tafferel carving counts only 1 piece, however
the biggest one). Also the 2 big side figure
compositions, mirror images of each other, showing Hercules fighting his enemy, are finished
but will only be attached firmly to the 'hull' at the time of finish, to avoid being damaged..
For the carvings Janos used English boxwood and they are going to be finished with Minwax
wipe-on polyurethane lacquer. The 'hull' itself is built of cherry and walnut planks and has
Scandinavian Oil finish
Once the stern art is finished,
the next stage of the project is
the figure head of Britannia
depicting a horseman (you
guessed - trampling on beaten enemies), and this figurehead is also almost finished
and the whole composition is
going to be put on a common
walnut base board.
A discussion by the Members
attending the S&T as to how
the project may be illuminated
from the inside was lively
( and hopefully helpful).
(cont. p.11)
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Michael
Bennett
again
amazed us with a miniature
model, this time he brought
along the DOMINION MONARCH, built 1:1200 scale, but
the evening’s discussion also
included the part-built EDINBURGH CASTLE that Michael
had displayed previously.
Michael’s family emigrated
from England to Southern Africa in 1948, sailing on the Edinburgh Castle and then in 1958
came to Australia on board the
Dominion Monarch, so Michael
decided that he would model
their immigration setting each
at the moment of their arrival as far as he could reconstruct it.
Edinburgh Castle will be shown in Cape Town Harbour with a local tug alongside ready to pick
up a tow line, while Dominion Monarch will be set off Rose Bay passing a moored Sandringham flying boat.
Surprisingly it is easier to find detailed drawings and information on a 17 th Century ship of the
line than for a model a late twentieth century passenger liner.
Michael was quite lucky. He had heard about a large scale radio controlled model of the Edinburgh Castle in Auckland, and when his family took a holiday there he visited its builder who
was kind enough to give Michael the 1:200 drawings on which he had based his model as well
as allowing him to take a large number of photographs. This, plus an incomplete set of general arrangement drawings and some contemporary photographs from the Greenwich Maritime Museum gave him enough information for a reasonably defendable model.
Michael was able to supplement the drawings with stills of film clips from a DVD on the history
of the Union Castle Line purchased at the ANMM, and, on the Internet, some contemporary
on board shots. Finally, his hero Donald McNarry had made a 1:600 model of her in 1948 after
being allowed on-board, and his book Shipbuilding in Miniature included both good photographs of his model (to set a standard to emulate!) and most importantly, a complete colour
schedule of every component.
The Internet gave him dimensions and photographs of a representative tug from which he was
able do a straightforward set of drawings (she is about 30mm long). There is a tug from the
same builder in the Queensland Maritime Museum, which should, when he visits it, give him a
reasonable clue to deck machinery and other fittings.
Dominion Monarch was easier. John Bowen’s Miniature Merchantmen included excellent
drawings for a 1:1200 model…exactly right for Michael, and the National Maritime Museum at
Greenwich had the one quarter inch to the foot as refitted in 1948 drawings (each 4m long!)
showing every possible detail including depictions of deck machinery, lifeboats and furniture..
It even showed the rocking horse in the children’s playroom that Michael can remember his
little sister playing on. He had these reduced the office photocopier to a manageable size.
(cont. p.12)
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In addition a friend from Auckland
had told him that the New Zealand
Maritime Museum had a one quarter of an inch to the foot shipbuilders model of Dominion Monarch
on permanent display and we
were allowed to photo it from stem
to stern, clearing up any details
not shown on the large scale
drawing.
Aero buff friends had magazine
articles with drawings of the Sandringham and a chance meeting
with a local historian gave Michael
pictures and dimensions of the
tenders that serviced the flying
boats.
Both ships had long careers. Edinburgh Castle was launched early in 1948 and remained on
the South African route until 1966, when she was sold to Dutch owners, renamed Oranje and
then brought migrants to Australia until she was finally scrapped in 1976.
Dominion Monarch was launched just before the
Second World War, served as a troopship before her peacetime refit, and continued bringing
passengers to Australia until she was scrapped
in 1962 Unusually she had four diesel engines
and her 12500 ton refrigerated cargo capacity
was designed to allow Australian and New Zealand meat and dairy products to be carried to
the United Kingdom.
The hulls, superstructure and funnels of both
models have been completed, their cases made
and the seas in which they sit, cast in dental
plaster ready for carving and painting. The davits, deck machinery and railings are about to be
fitted on Dominion Monarch.
Both models suggest the longitudinal lines of
the hull plating by creating the “in” run with
Tamiya masking tape cut to the correct width set
on the hull after its final undercoating and then
spraying two coats of automotive spray putty
which when removed, leaves a paint step which
convincingly portrays the plate runs. Decks
were made by photocopying the deck plans onto printer computer generated lines representing 12” planks at full scale and airbrushing the resulting decks to the greyish colour of weathered teak before gluing them in pace. Although this
produces a nice looking deck, the resulting surface is very vulnerable to any surplus glue, paint
overspill or any attempt to realign anything glued to it.
Michael remarks that if he were to do another modern ship at 1:1200 (unlikely!) he would revert to real planked timber decks he had used in earlier models.
(cont. p.13)
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Twenty years ago Michael had some lifeboat davits, their inboard supports and lifeboat keels
and seats photo etched from .05 inch brass sheets for a model of Orontes, and fortunately, at
the time he made a number of extra sheets which he was able to use on these two models.
Today commercial photo etchers are no more due to the toxicity of the solvents and Michael is
going to try out the new technology of high definition paper laser cutting on his next model.
40 open 30ft. lifeboats are Michael’s next task and he has just acquired a small vacuumforming machine from the US. which should help the process. Michael says that he would be
happy to do some forming for anybody else once he has mastered the technique. ,

In retrospect Michael thinks that building two models in parallel was a mistake. He had thought
that once he had set up a system (for example to mass produce deck winches or davits) for
one model that it would be easy and quick to produce that component for the second model. In
fact he found that little time was saved, and that after, say, four weeks of fixing steel railings on
Edinburgh Castle, that the prospect of repeating the task on the Dominion Monarch is a little
dispiriting.
Nevertheless, Michael is aiming at finishing Edinburgh Castle for this year’s Expo and Dominion Monarch for the one after that!

FORTHCOMING EVENTS:

Clubs and organisations with whom SMSC has a reciprocal relationship are welcome to notify our Members of their events on this page

PORT MACQUARIE MODEL
BOAT EXPO 2014:
Members are reminded that, if they wish to exhibit at the Port Macquarie Model Boat
Expo at Port Macquarie Panthers from 8 - 10 August 2014, they should contact Wayne
Salter on 0419 486 366 or by email to <wayne-salter1@bigpond.com>

CANBERRA EXPO 2014:
The Canberra Expo this year will be held at the Mount Rogers Primary
School, Alfred Hill Drive, Melba, ACT over the weekend of 20/21 September 2014, Sat 10 to 5; Sun 10 to 3:30. Set-up Fri late and Sat 8am.
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APRIL 2014 S&T
Despite the travelling time it took from Sydney to Katoomba in the blue Mountains, 4 Members and the host gathered at the home of our Vice President,
Harry Goedings, on Sunday 13 April 2014.
Presentations were made by Harry, Mike Barton and Michael Bennett, with Mario Nolasco and
Tom Wolf participating in the many discussions on the day.
Whilst Harry Goedings was a keen modeller in
plastic and attempted large projects including the
Titanic, the move to timber model ships was certainly a steep learning curve. He did however
start at the easiest level and chose not a period
ship but a fishing boat!
The Atlantis is a typical fishing boat used in and
around the Mediterranean around the 50's & 60's
and can still bee seen today. Harry did have the
misfortune of purchasing an Artesania Latina kit
which he has since found by experience, is devoid of decent instructions for the "novice builder" (which Harry is happy to be called). Harry recommends to any prospective new "builders™
to seek advice from the guys that have developed levels of expertise in the hobby. To that
end, he is especially grateful to Gary Renshaw, Leon Griffiths and Tom Wolf for ongoing advice, support and showing a myriad of tips and tricks in getting things done properly.
Harry found the hull planking a challenge but having said that, he found that patience is a
great commodity. In not rushing what he was doing, he managed to achieve a pretty good hull
that he was pleased with and withstood the scrutiny of Leon & Gary!
Rigging – Not much on this boat and again Harry had to ask,
"How in the hell do you get rigging twine through the minute
holes on the shackles/blocks" ... Super glue of course, turning
the end the twine effectively into a needle....Bingo!. Taking time
to do things was the secret and Harry found having purchased
the tools (i.e. mini planes/files etc. etc.) are an absolute essential.
The Atlantis model is painted and in the end, mounted on plinths
on a nice Maple & Tassie oak base, looks good. Its deck is less
busy and cluttered than the real ship would have.
For a first up attempt in wood Harry was pretty chuffed and justifiably proud to display it at our inaugural exhibition last year in
Penrith.
(cont. p.15)
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Harry has now embarked on the next
project which is obviously more of a
challenge, HMS Halifax (a 1765
schooner built for merchant service by
the British Royal Navy for coastal patrols in North America).
This is a Mamoli kit with detailed separate plans for construction of each part
i.e. the hull, deck, rigging, mast and
sails. This is a challenge given it is
quite a step up from the first attempt
but Harry has started and looks forward to many satisfying days at the table, especially with retirement looming
in the not too distant future. He will obviously be talking again to Gary, Leon,
Tom and other colleagues seeking collective expertise to answer his questions like, "How do you do this....???"
During the S&T those who have previously built kits such as this offered as much constructive
comments as we could on the kit and construction remembering how daunting it was when we
made our first period model of this kind.
Discussion started with the boat building topics:
- which to plank first, hull or deck
- how to finish the edges of the deck planks with plank margins
In the end we all agreed that it should
be done when the bulkheads (and
any below-decks) are in position (as
suggested by the instructions), but we
also agreed that the deck should be
protected from dirty marks that may
occur later in the construction phase
from glues and dirty fingers. We also
discussed how the planking may be
completed with the planks spaced
1/3; 2/3 rather than 1/2 as suggested
by the kitmaker, but eventually this is
always up to the modeller.

Soon enough we viewed some of Harry’s books on boat-building.
(cont. p.16)
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Mike Barton brought along the
BEAGLE that he have been working on for at least 12 months.
The second layer of planking has
been started and Michael experienced difficulty bending some of
the strips of walnut.

Suggestions were given on a number of techniques to aid
the bending of planks.
After that, different methods of securing the planks to the
bulkhead frames were also discussed.
Michael pointed out a few areas where he had not been
careful and described how he has tried cover them up.

Michael Bennett brought along
a 1:600 partly built model of
HMT DUNERA which is slowly
progressing. The hull has been
shaped and the wells cut out
ready for small deckhouses. The
bow flare and stern contours
were shaped using sanding
blocks profiled to the correct
shape to insure accuracy and
symmetry.
Next on the construction schedule will be the 1/64” ply bulwarks and side plates which will be
rebated into the sides of the hull.
As will be recalled from earlier
reports, Tom Wolf is building a
1350 full hulled version of the
same ship, and both are hoping
to complete their respective
models by September 2015,
which will be the 75th anniversary of her notorious voyage, a
voyage that is the basis of the
tele-movie “The Dunera Boys”.
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MODELLING HINT
For temporary gluing/installing parts, use Glue Stick (in Australia, such as the
Bostik “GlueStik” Clear Glue) to attach paper patterns to wood blanks in order to
cut out parts (on a plank-on-frame, scratch build model ). The glue is watersoluble and cleans up much easier than rubber cement.
As Don Dressel discovered, if Glue Stick would glue paper to wood, why wouldn’t it glue wood
to wood? IT DOES! The joint is just strong enough to be handled and install on the model but
break apart with a little force and clean up easily with water.
Thank you, Don.

SHOW & TELL MEETINGS
Our Members are reminded that they should consider bringing in their “Works
in Progress” for the enjoyment and enlightenment of the membership. This is
what makes our meetings so enjoyable, so bring in your models, especially if
they are under construction.
We have been reporting on all models that have been brought along for the past 2 years (and
longer) in Chatterbox, we hope you have found them very interesting.

Sir Thomas Lipton
Thomas Johnston Lipton was born on May 10th 1850, the youngest of five children, born to
Irish immigrants to Scotland and into poverty and the slums, he became a self-made tea baron
worth millions.
He attended St. Andrew's Parish School and whilst a student he and his friends formed a club
which raced toy yachts on the pools of High Fields near Crown Street, Hutchesontown and
around this time he carved and rigged "Shamrock" from scrap materials, his first model boat.
All young Thomas’ model boats were named "Shamrock". He created a sailing course in a Glasgow city park and with his mates
ran regular races for model boats under the name of the Crown
Street Yacht Club.
His childhood fascination with sailing boats resulted in him catching the bug again as a rich man. He soon devoted his attention to
winning the America's Cup, and in his 5 attempts (1899, 1901,
1903, 1920, 1930) each time his yacht was named "Shamrock".
Sir Thomas Lipton died peacefully in his sleep at his home in
Osidge, a large comfortable house set in a sixty acre estate in
Southgate, Middlesex, on the 2nd October 1931.
A biography of Lipton, titled “A Full Cup” by Michael D'Antonio,
makes interesting reading.
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